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THE PUZZLING PRESIDIO
SAN PHELIPE DE CUEVAVI, ALIAS TERRENATE
JOHN L. KESSELL

HE

BENT OVER HIS MAP and far up in the right-hand comer, almost beyond the Spanish realm of knowledge, the Jesuit map
maker printed clearly the names of two still heathen villages: one
was "Guebavi" and the other "Temate." 1 Even in I692 they were
quite distinct; perhaps fifteen or twenty leagues 2 -forty or fifty
miles-apart, and on different rivers. Yet, half a century later, when
Pirnerfa Alta was far better known, the names of both, Guevavi
and T errenate, were seemingly bestowed at the same time upon
a single presidio. If the missionaries at Guevavi and the soldiers
who garrisoned the new presidio were not confused by this nominal
ambiguity, their superiors certainly were. And historians, removed
not only by leagues but by years as well, have fared no better. Just
where was the puzzling presidio-especially during its initial decade, I742 to I752-at Guevavi, or Terrenate, at both, or somewhere else?
Guevavi, on the Santa Cruz River in Arizona less than ten
miles northeast of Nogales, was a Pirnan Indian village introduced
to Christianity in I 69 I by no less a pair than the famed Jesuit
Fathers Kino and Salvatierra. On what became a main route to
and from discovery its inhabitants were treated to the spectacle of
expeditions corning and going, and for a short while in I 70 1 they
even had a resident Padre of their own. Though Guevavi' s missionary potential was fully recognized, not until the year I732
did conditions permit another Black Robe to come and to live with
the people of the village. Then, and for the next thirty-five years,
Guevavi, bearing alternately the names of all three principal
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archangels, was one of the six or eight precarious Jesuit missions of
Pimeda Alta.
T errenate, on the San Pedro River in Sonora some forty miles
east of Nogales and just south of the Border, became in the Spanish
design a stock ranch. Of Apache raiding in the early 169o's, Don
Juan Mateo Manje recalled: "Already these enemies had devastated and consumed the ranches (estancias) of Terrenate, Batepito,
Janos, and San Bernardino, where there had been more than one
hundred thousand head of cattle and horses." 3 To the surrounding
mountains and plains and to the river that drained them through
the valley of the Sobaipuris to the north, Terrenate gave its name.
It lay at the valley's gateway not far from where the road from the
presidio of Fronteras crossed the river. It was strategically Important.
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THE CREATION of a new presidio for Pimeda Alta was a thirty-five
year old brain child before it grew into being. As early as I 706
Manje had suggested it to the viceroy in a report which for other
reasons brought the wrath of the Jesuits down upon his head. 4 He
felt that "it would be advisable to erect another presidio of forty
or more soldiers for the defense of this frontier . . . in the place
most appropriate," without which, he emphasized, all Sonora faced
certain ruin. 5 The viceroy may well have been impressed, but he
failed to act upon the request and Manje turned his energies toward his own defense. Fronteras on its eastern fringe remained
Pimeda Alta's lone presidia! check against the gathering fury of
the Apache.
During the early years of the eighteenth century sporadic
military inspections were made in and about Pimerla Alta. Captain Antonio Bezerra Nieto, commandant of the presidio of Janos
east of Fronteras, did not, however, see the need for a new presidio.
He urged instead, Jesuit expansion north toward the Hopi country. 6 In I 7 I 8 Bezerra did prod the casual captain of Fronteras, Don
Gregorio Alvarez Tuii6n y Quir6s, into making regular patrols
against the Apache, although this officer was accused of doing
everything but fighting lndians. 7 By the mid-I 72o's the Jesuits
themselves had begun in earnest a long and unsuccessful bid for a
settlement and a presidio of one hundred men-double the usual
strength-on the distant Gila. 8 Manje meanwhile bided his time.
On a remarkable general inspection of New Spain's entire
northern frontier, lasting from I 724 to I 728, Don Pedro de Rivera
aimed at reform and economy, at getting the most out of the existing system, for the king's men and monies were short. 9 November
I 726 found Don Pedro shaping up the garrison at Fronteras. Although no new presidio was forthcoming, Pimeda Alta did profit.
Tuii6n y Quir6s got the sack, and capable Juan Bautista de
Anza, the elder, replaced him. Presidia! administration was regularized and scheduled patrols were ordered to subdue enemies and
cultivate friends. 10 During his extended tour Rivera also observed
the missionary at work, and even while the military frontier in
Pimeda Alta stood still, the inspector's high praise of the Jesuits
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gave new impetus to missionary expansion. To Guevavi, to Bac,
and to Soamca-mission fields fallow for thirty years-Captain
Anza escorted three tyro missionaries in the spring of 1732. All
too soon their inconstant charges the Pimas would demonstrate
the need for continued military surveillance, but that did not
automatically mean a presidio at the mission of Guevavi.
Soon another opportunity came to Manje, now dean of Sonora's
veterans. Don Manuel Bernal de Huidobro had become governor
of a newly created political entity called Sinaloa, or Nueva Andaluda, which included Sonora and Pimeria Alta. Obeying his
viceroy's wishes, Huidobro set out to inspect the new province.
Here was a chance for the citizens of a harassed frontier to present
their case directly to the governor. As their spokesman they chose
Manje, and on July 8, 1735, he signed his representaci6n in their
behalf to Governor Huidobro. In part it read:
I am obliged to repeat for Your Lordship (even though it may seem
incidental) several clauses from a declaration which was requested
of me and which I dedicated in 1706 to the Most Excellent Senor
Duque de Alburquerque, viceroy of Mexico, along with a book
describing discoveries of the Pima tribe and the adjacent heathendams to the northwest of this province. While His Excellency
granted other things, he denied the founding of a new presidio of
forty soldiers for this advanced frontier, to be situated at the ranch
and landmark (herma) commonly called Terrenate, thirty leagues
distant to the west of the presidio of Santa Rosa de Corodequachi
[alias Fronteras] . . . .u

Closely following his earlier report, Manje told of the advantages Sinaloa could expect if the new presidio were erected and the
disasters the province faced if it were not. Governor Huidobro
was impressed. But before he sent Manje's recommendation to the
viceroy, he submitted it, as standard procedure dictated, to the
criticism of other knowledgeable and experienced men of frontier
affairs. Don Augustin de Vild6sola, Don Gabriel Prudhom Heyder
Butr6n y Muxica, and Don Juan Bautista de Anza read it and
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commented. 12 Fathers Cafias, T oral, and Echagoyan added their
opinions. 13 All agreed: Manje's proposal was sound. The new
presidio had gained strong backing. It was to be located at Terrenate. So far no one had suggested a presidio at Cuevavi.
Once again the Manje plan was sidetracked. Violent events in
other quarters overshadowed the need for a presidio at T errenate.
Major revolts of the natives in Baja California and of the mainland Mayo and Yaqui kept Huidobro defensively engaged. In
their suppression the governor's fortune began to fall and that
of sargento mayor Vild6sola began to rise. When next a proposal
for a new presidio came from Sinaloa, it would be Vild6sola's and
it would get action.

IN HIS CAPITAL the Duque de la Conquista, recently arrived viceroy of New Spain, had called for high-level talks. The new interim
governor of Sinaloa, Don Augustin de Vild6sola, in a report of
March 17, 174I, had suggested that an all-purpose one hundred
man presidio be erected at a place called Pitic, today Hermosillo.
(He had mentioned neither Guevavi nor Terrenate.)1 4 On April
12, 1741, a preliminary junta de guerra was convened. Present in
addition to the king's ministers were "other intelligent and experienced persons having intuitive knowledge of that province." 15
The former frontier promoter and ex-alcalde mayor of Sonora,
Captain Prudhom, was there, and it may have been he who
brought Guevavi and Terrenate into the discussions. On April 27
a full-Hedged junta de guerra y hacienda agreed unanimously
upon a course of action. 16 And on June I 2, Viceroy Pedro de Castro
Figueroa y Salazar, Duque de la Conquista, Marques de Gracia
Real, etc., decreed it.
For the peace and prosperity of the entire province of Sinaloa
two new presidios were to be founded and two existing presidios
relocated. As Vild6sola had suggested, a new presidio was designated for Pitic among the troublesome Seri. Its strength was
set at fifty men, not the one hundred requested, and it was to be
known, in honor of the viceroy, as San Pedro de la Conquista.
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The already established garrison of Sinaloa was to be moved to
Buenavista, there to watch over the Yaqui and Mayo. Its new
name, San Bernardo de Gracia Real, also reflected one of the
viceroy's titles. Turning next to the Apache frontier in the north,
the Duque de la Conquista decreed:
That between the missions of Guevavi and Santa Maria Soamca,
at the place on the river [presumably the Santa Cruz] which the
governor may deem most appropriate on the advice of knowledgeable and experienced persons, the other of the new presidios be
placed with a like number of fifty men including officers. From
this place ready communication must be possible with the previously
mentioned presidio of Pitic. The new garrison will contain the
numerous tribes of Upper Pimas, Sobaipuris, Papagos, and Cocomaricopas, and in the event of an emergency it will, like the other
presidios, protect the interior of the province (centruara la Provincia).
Above all, it will be able to defend the province from the frequent
attacks of the Apaches and from their extortions and hostilities.
The new presidio will join for this purpose in action and communication with the presidio at Terrenate, to which point the existing
presidio of Santa Rosa de Corodeguachi [alias Fronteras] shall be
transferred with the fifty men of its garrison including the officers
of the company. This place is the most appropriate for its cooperation with the presidio of Guevavi by means of forays to impede the
invasion of the Apaches on that front and to communicate on the
other with the presidio of Janos . . .
The presidio to be erected in the place known as Guevavi shall be
called San Phelipe, and the presidio of Corodeguachi, which is to be
transferred with its Captain Don Francisco Antonio Bustamante y
Tagle to the place named Terrenate, shall be entitled in the future
San Fernando. As captain of the new presidio of San Phelipe, which
is to be situated at Guevavi with fifty men including lieutenant, ensign, and sergeant at Royal expense, henceforth Captain Don Joseph
G6mez [de Silva] is assigned in appreciation of his great merit and
the extensive services he has performed for His Majesty in that
province ...17

He could not have been more explicit. A new presidio, named
in honor of the king of Spain, was to be founded between the
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missions of Guevavi and Soamca, presumably taking Guevavi as
its place name. The presidio of Fronteras, relocated and renamed
for the heir apparent, was to begin operations at Terrenate. Both
Cuevavi and T errenate figured now in the viceregal plan, each as
a separate place, each with its presidio. But the viceroy did not
stop there. His decree continued: "And if . . . the governor believes that some variation is necessary as to the sites where the
presidios are to be positioned, not only with regard to suitability
of places but for maximum success in guarding the province and
for greatest ease of cooperation between the garrisons, I leave to
him the means and concede to him the authority to alter the arrangement . . . ." And alter it the governor most certainly did.
To augment the presidial garrisons,· the viceroy went on, settlers
were to be congregated "voluntarily or by persuasion" nearby. As
an inducement they were to be given land. Construction of soldiers' quarters and fortifications was to begin immediately, and
the two new garrisons were to be promptly and properly equipped.
For these purposes funds would be made available. In conclusion,
the viceroy cautioned the governor to be diligent in keeping down
costs !Q_tb~r_Qy__?l!r_e~s~ry, but not, he added wisely, at the expense
of settlers or Indians. Th-en, to alrthat ne nad aecreed, theviceroy
put his name and rubric and turned his attention to other pressing
matters at hand. On paper, on June 12, 1741, he had created a
presidio of San Phelipe de Guevavi; he had moved another toTerrenate and called it San Fernando: the next move was Vild6sola's.

the packet of official mail containing the viceroy's decree of June I 2, I 74I, Vild6sola found enclosed a transmittal letter of the same date. From it, and from the decree itself, the
governor learned of the freedom he was to be allowed in implementing the decree. So that the king be best served and current
conditions on the frontier best met, wrote the viceroy, you need
not follow the provisions of the decree to the letter, but "you will
reach agreement with the captains and other officers together with
experienced persons to serve as a basis for the changes . . . and,
WHEN HE OPENED
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as soon as it is practical in your opinion, you will prepare documentation with which at your own time you will report to me, not
failing to mention what was done to arrange the best and most
fitting course of action." 18
Though the documentation must still lie bundled together on a
dusty shelf somewhere, it is safe to suppose that Vild6sola submitted copies of the viceroy's decree and related documents to men
of provincial affairs, both military and church. 19 To what degree
he was guided by their counsel is not so safe a supposition. But no
matter, he did alter the viceregal plan. First, the governor decided
against the transfer of his two existing presidios: the garrisons of
Sinaloa and Fronteras would remain where they were. Choosing
locations for two new presidios was far more important business.
One of them he would place at Pitic in accordance with the Viceroy's decree: he, after all, had suggested that site himself. The
place for the other new presidio he would change; and it would
become, in the minds of others, the puzzling presidio of Guevavi,
alias Terrenate. What he had decided upon, Vild6sola outlined in
his dispatch of October 8, 1741, to Mexico City. 20 Two months
later his decisions were warmly approved. 21
For maximum protection of Pimeria Alta the governor had
exercised fully the freedom granted him by the viceroy. Rather
than place the new northern presidio at or near the mission of
Guevavi and move the garrison of Fronteras to Terrenate, he chose
instead to build the new presidio at Terrenate and leave that of
Fronteras where it had proven at least somewhat effective. This
was just what Manje had advocated six years earlier. Not only had
Vild6sola endorsed Manje's recommendation at that time, but he
had since stationed a temporary detachment of troops at Terrenate. 22
Thus, three factors favored the Terrenate location-its obvious
strategic importance at the head of the San Pedro River Valley,
its strong backing, and the precedent of troops already there. A
new presidio to check the increasing incursions of the Apaches
was a natural forT errenate, not for the mission of Guevavi.
It was a too-inclusive name for the proposed presidio that caused
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much of the later confusion. Since the viceroy had authorized a
presidio named San Phelipe de Guevavi, and since funds had been
allocated for construction and maintenance of a presidio named
San Phelipe de Guevavi, it seemed wise for administrative purposes to retain that name, even though the location was changed
by more than forty miles. A deferential nod to the Duque de la
Conquista, Marques de Gracia Real, also seemed sensible at the
time. Since the Sinaloa garrison was not to be relocated and rechristened San Bernardo de Gracia Real, the words Gracia Real
were transferred to the new T errenate presidio. The full name of
the latter then became San Phelipe de Gracia Real de Guevavi,
reflecting at once king, viceroy, and a site it might have occupied
but never did. "Alias T errenate," indicative of the presidio's actual
location, was an afterthought.

BEFORE RETURNING to the frontier to join Captain Gomez de Silva
and his men as they set about founding a presidio at T errenate, it
is both revealing and disconcerting to watch the confusion develop
in Mexico City. In the case of the puzzling presidio, what was
decreed and what was reported accomplished bore little resemblance to what actually went on five or six hundred leagues away.
To add to the muddle, no fewer than six different names were applied to the new northern presidio in its first six years. No sooner
was it created than it fell prey to proposals from every quarter:
abolish it, decreed a new viceroy; retain it, countered the governor;
move it west toward the Gulf of California; move it, but somewhere else. And then, of course, there was the misleading association with a mission called Guevavi which alone had borne that
name until I 74 I. No wonder higher officials lost track and historians erred.
Hardly had the viceroy's proclamation been acted upon when
this misleading account appeared. Its author, concerned only with
the two new presidios, disposed of the first and moved on to the
second:
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Another presidio, bearing the title San Bernardo Gracia Real, was
ordered placed between the new missions of Cuevavi ( Guevac) and
Santa Maria Soamca which are the most northerly of Sonora.23 For
these two presidios, in a junta de guerra which the viceroy Duque
de la Conquista called (while he was in the port of Veracruz preparing to resist the Englishman who was attempting to invade it), 24
51,ooo pesos were appropriated, 1o,ooo to begin the fortifications of
these presidios and the remainder for advance payment of the soldiers. All this is gathered from a letter of the said governor [Vild6sola], written to the viceroy and dated October 8 of this year 1741.25

The reader could hardly be blamed who envisioned faraway in
the north between two Indian missions called Guevac and Soamca
a new 1;oyal presidio named San Bernardo. After all, the statement
was documented. Following innocently many years later, the renowned historian Bancroft bestowed the name San Bernardo
Gracia Real upon Terrenate. 26 The puzzle was begun.
An anonymous report, probably by a Jesuit who knew what he
was writing about, found its way to Mexico City and was dubbed
"Noticias de la Pimeria del afio de 1740." 27 Its author claimed for
the mission village of Guevavi a substantial two hundred families,
but not one presidio. To the east of the mission of Soamca, however, at a distance of five leagues, or about twelve miles, was "the
new presidio named San Felipe Grazia Real, also called by another
name Terrenate." The variety of place names and patrons was
growing. Was the presidio between Guevavi and Soamca or five
leagues east of the latter at Terrenate? Was its patron San Bernardo or San Phelipe? Perhaps two patrons were better than one.
The viceroy Duque de la Conquista died ten weeks after authorizing the new presidios. Vild6sola's letter of October 8, 1741, telling of his compliance with the June 12 decree, arrived too late.
The president of the Audiencia, as interim chief of state, thanked
the governor in the behalf of God and king for pacifying the
province and for taking steps to place the new presidios, which he
wisely refrainedfrom naming. 28 The next viceroy, Pedro Cebri{m
y Agustfn, Conde de Fuenclara, was intent upon thrift. Among
the many matters brought to his attention and scrutinized with
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economy in mind was a report that recently "two new presidios
were constructed, one at the place called Guevavi, named San
Phelipe, and the other at that called Pitic, entitled San Pedro de
la Conquista." 29 The annual cost of each was 2o,665 pesos, much
too much in the opinion of a viceroy who sat in judgment fifteen
hundred miles from Apache arrows and Seri spears.
The Conde de Fuenclara' s decree to Governor Vild6sola began:
"In order to relieve in every way possible the Royal Treasury from
the straits to which the present war has reduced it, I have resolved
the extinction and dismissal of the two presidios which the Duque
de la Conquista erected in the jurisdiction of that government
[Sinaloa] . . ." 30 Just like that! Vild6sola was beside himself: he
would suspend the order until the viceroy came to his senses.
Surely some evil person had got the viceroy's ear. Abolishing the
presidios was tantamount to abolishing the province. If it was
not the impassioned plea of the governor 31 that changed the viceroy's mind, it was a royal cedula of November I 3, I 744The king now favored expansion. Baja California and Pimeria
Alta must be secured and the frontier advanced to the Gila and
the Colorado and beyond. Perhaps, reasoned the king, "for maximum security the garrison of Pi tic could be transferred to T errenate and that of the latter place to the missions of the Upper
Pimas. . . . " 32 Here was expansion without added expense. Such
royal reasoning prompted a response from the Jesuit Provincial of
New Spain. Father Crist6bal Escobar y Llamas proposed that "the
pr€7sidio of San Matheo de T errenate, which has no determined
place," be moved closer to the mission of Soamca and that detachments be stationed at the missions of Guevavi and Bac. 33 The viceroy in the meantime had sent a dispatch to the captain of "the
presidio of San Phelipe Gracia Real, Terrenate or Guevavi," asking about the possibilities of moving the presidio westward. 34
Where the puzzling presidio was and where it was going two
kings failed to clarify when each named a new captain for it. On
June I5, I746, Philip V commissioned Don Pedro Vicente de
Tagle Bustamante captain of "the presidio of San Pedro de Gracia
Real, or Guevavi," 35 apparently here combining the names of both
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new presidios in one. On July 2, I747, Ferdinand VI, because
Tagle Bustamante had died, proclaimed Don Santiago Ruiz de Ael
captain of "the presidio of San Phelipe de Jesus de Guevavi." 36
Wherever it was and whatever they chose to call it, at least it was
being supplied with captains.
Other contemporary published accounts are understandably
misguided. The author of a semi-official description of New Spain,
entitled Theatra Americana, devoted a chapter to "the presidio of
San Phelipe de Jesus de Guevavi." 37 He gave a latitude and
longitude fix on the presidio, 38 and stated that it was in a gully five
hundred and sixty leagues northwest of Mexico City and four
leagues east of Mission Santa Maria Soamca. Though several
pages later he doubled the distance to Soamca, consistently he
called the presidio San Phelipe de Jesus de Guevavi. 39 A Jesuit history, which appeared a decade later, read: "The mobile presidio of
Terrenate was fixed at San Phelipe de Jesus Guevavi, or so it seems
from Theatra Americana which treated it under this name. One
may suppose that it was already erected there by I 748 in which
year that work was published in Mexico. Guevavi is located among
the Sobafpuris on a plain . . . a few leagues from the mission of
Soamca where Father Escobar [y Llamas] proposed that it might be
established." 40 On the map to accompany the latter account the
presidio of "San Felipe de JHS" was spotted northwest of Soamca
and either at or near the mission of Guevavi. 41
The Marques de Altamira may have tacitly admitted that he did
not know where the puzzling presidio was when he called it in
1747 "the presidio of Guevavi, alias Terrenate." 42 Even among
officials who did know, or who should have known, this ambiguous title caught on and was used for nearly thirty years. San
Phelipe remained the presidio's most frequent patron, though he
was sometimes San Phelipe de Gracia Real and sometimes San
Phelipe de Jesus. Most often the presidio was called simply Terrenate. Bancroft made another valiant effort to solve the puzzle,
but again he missed the mark when he wrote: "In I 74 I the presidio
of T errenate was founded, but the site was changed more than
once, and for a time before I 750 the garrison was apparently sta-
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The Presidio at Terrenate, December 1766. Courtesy British Museum. (Note compass rose; the bottom of the map is north. )
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tioned at or near Guevavi." 43 After a closer look at the frontier he
might have revised his statement to read: "In I 74 I the presidio of
Terrenate was authorized, but it was not founded until the following year. For more than three decades it occupied the same site. In
spite ofits association with the name Guevavi, at no time was the
garrison stationed at or near that mission."

CAPTAIN Joseph G6mez de Silva's commission as first commandant
of the new garrison of San Phelipe was effective on the date of the
presidio's authorization, June I2, I74I. When his company of fifty
men was activated is not certain, though both January I and June
I, I742, have claims. The Marques de Rubi, reviewing the Terrenate garrison in I 766, recorded the declaration of one T adeo
Figueroa "soldier and corporal in the said garrison since the first
ofJanuary, seventeen forty-two." 44 Yet, when compiling the results
of his inspection, Rubi reported "that although the date of the
formation of this company is not evident from a single document,
it seems from lists and from the reports of the oldest soldiers to
have been created on June I, I742." 45
The formal founding of a presidio at T errenate may also have
taken place on June I' I 7 42. In a defamatory letter written June
I 3 to Captain Bustamante of Fronteras, Governor Vild6sola
chided: ."It is probably evident to you that Captain Don Joseph
Gomez de Silva is now in the area of his command working with
the new company. You will thus be free of this care [maintaining
twenty-five troops at Terrenate] and that presidio [Fronteras] will
find itself with seventy-five men~" With only fifty men, Vild6sola
continued, Bustamante's predecessors had been far more successful
than he at containing the rampaging Apache. 46 Whatever the
reaction of Bustamante, Captain G6mez de Silva and his men
were in the area of Terrenate by June of I742 and they had a
presidio to found. For the recruits there were adobes to make,
timbers to cut, and corrals to build. On September 26 a wedding
celebration provided an excuse for respite. Father Ignacio Xavier
Keller,tall, fair, blue-eyed Moravian Jesuitfrom the neighboring
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mission of Soamca, performed the ceremony. 47 One of the two
prescribed witnesses was none other than the post commander himself. Life and duty at the presidio of San Phelipe had begun.
As the nearest priest, the missionary at Soamca became interim
chaplain to the new garrison. 48 Until a permanent chaplain could
be induced to brave the uncertainties of the frontier, it was he who
baptized their children, married their lovers, and buried their
dead. 49 These services he recorded in the books of his mission.
From mid-I742 the Spanish names he entered increased as Terrenate grew. Captain Gomez de Silva was joined by members of
his family. Don Pedro Gomez de Silva, presumably a son, and
Lorenza de la Peiia, perhaps a daughter-in-law, were frequent
godparents to the presidio's newborn. On November 4, 1743,
Padre Keller baptized an addition to the Gomez clan, a granddaughter of the captain it would seem, born to Don Manuel Joseph
de Sosa and Doiia Maria Nicolasa Gomez de Silva. A muster roll
of the new company could almost be compiled from the entries in
the Soamca baptismal register-Lieutenant Francisco Xavier de
Escalante, Sergeant Joseph Bejarano, Corporal Juan Manuel de
Escalante. During the initial years, soldier and settler relied for
their spiritual needs on the strong-willed Father Keller.
That the garrison of San Phelipe was never stationed at or near
the mission of Guevavi can be convincingly demonstrated by comparing the Guevavi and Soamca books of baptisms, marriages, and
burials for the ten years I 742 to I 752. 50 The comparison need not
be carried further because it is obvious from the voluminous testimony poured forth during and after the Piman revolt of I75 I-I752
that no presidio was then in the vicinity of Guevavi. Nor, for that
matter, did anyone even hint that there ever had been one. Furthermore, by I753 an additional presidio had been founded at
Tubac, only seven leagues north of Guevavi, much too close if
indeed there had been a Guevavi garrison.
Father Keller's counterparts at the mission of Guevavi were
Fathers Jose de Torres Perea, from I741 to 1744, and Jose Garrucho, from I745 to I75I. They were responsible for the Spanish
settlers within Guevavi's jurisdiction, particularly those of the San
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Luis Valley extending south from the mission and bending with
the river eastward toward Soamca. At no time during the I 74o's
did Fathers Torres Perea or Garrucho regularly minister to the
new garrison of San Phelipe. Soldiers from the presidio whose
duty it was to patrol Guevavi and escort its Padres on their rounds
did indeed appear as witnesses or godparents in the Guevavi
books. 61 And when once, on May 22, 1745, Father Garrucho for
some unexplained reason baptized the child of a couple he labeled
"residents at the presidio of San Phelipe," it was plainly an exception worth noting. Late in 1753 Father Francisco Pauer, Garrucho' s successor at Guevavi, became interim chaplain of the newly founded presidio of Tubac. From that time on, but not before,
Guevavi' s Padres were responsible for a nearby garrison and
Guevavi' s books began to swell with the names of soldiers.
On the estancia of T errenate there stood, some five leagues east
of Soamca, a distinctive little mountain of light-colored rock. It
commanded a sweeping view of the surrounding hills and plains.
In its shadow was a smallish canyon through which coursed the
headwaters of the Rio de Terrenate or San Pedro. Nearby was sufficient pasture, and with some effort firewood could be scouted.
Locally, this place was called San Mateo. If not an ideal place for
a royal presidio, it was at least a suitable one. Father Keller, who
knew the country well, first hinted that this was the site on which
the captain and his men had built. On October 1, 1743, at what
he called "the presidio of San Mateo," the Padre from Soamca
baptized a baby boy for whom Captain Gomez de Silva and
Lorenza de la Pe:fia were godparents. It was no doubt from Keller
that Father Provincial Escobar y Llamas got the name San
Mateo de Terrenate, by rights the most accurate of all the names
applied to the puzzling presidio. Governor Vild6sola confirmed the
garrison's location on May 26, 1746, when he described it to the
viceroy: "Five leagues distant from Soamca to the east, in the
place named San Mateo, is situated the presidio of San Phelipe de
Guevavi, containing principally the Apache tribe." 62 So that the
door remain shut to that enemy, Vild6sola urged the viceroy not to
move the presidio from San Mateo; and it was not moved.
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When he submitted his lengthy report of May 26, I 7 46, Vild6sola may have innocently added another name to T errenate' s
growing list. He simply proposed that a presidio be erected at the
Baja California port of San Phelipe de Jesus. But that was enough.
It was an easy transition from San Phelipe de Gracia Real to San
Phelipe de Jesus, at least among the uninformed. Those officers
who actually served at Terrenate during its first decade, however,
seemed to respect the presidio's correct formal name, though they
frequently dropped the Gracia Real. On May 8, I744, to evade an
annoying summons, Captain Gomez de Silva pleaded illness "at
the royal presidio of San Phelipe de Guevavi, Pimeria Alta." 5 3 The
following year Lieutenant Escalante, conducting a criminal investigation at the presidio, used the same name. 54 In the riotous correspondence to, from, and about the presidio during the Piman
uprising, it was often labeled "San Phelipe Gracia Real, alias T errenate."55 Later, when the memory of the founding viceroy had
faded, the name may indeed have been changed officially to San
Phelipe de Jesus. 56 It was, regardless, as Teodoro de Croix admitted, the same presidio "known by the names of San Felipe de
Gracia Real, San Felipe de Jesus de Guevavi, and Terrenate . . .
founded in the year I 742." 57
The physical appearance of the royal presidio of San Phelipe
located at San Mateo de Terrenate cannot have been nearly as impressive as its string of names. It was far from a solidly constructed
fortress set astride the Apache plunder trail. It was more a place to
live in, and to leave from on campaigns. It must have looked more
temporary than permanent, causing some to refer to it as having no
fixed location. It was as one officer reported "a vagueness without
any defense." 58 What buildings there were seemed characterized
only by disarray. 59 At least there was a parade ground, for there
the troops were reviewed on September 20, I 75 I, as they set out ·
on a routinely ineffective Apache campaign.~ 0 The presidio's appearance had hardly been improved by the year I 774 when the
Adjutant Inspector of Presidios, Captain Antonio Bonilla, described it in these words:
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The presidio of Terrenate is established on a small hill of hard,
whitish rock which they call San Mateo. Its scanty population is
divided into two quarters (barrios). In the one they call the upper
quarter are situated the captain's house, which although large is
rather incommodious and in poor repair; the guard post (cuerpo de
guardia); the extremely indecent church, which is no more than the
porch of the captain's house; the presidio's parade ground; and some
scattered large huts. In the quarter which they designate as below,
because it is at the foot of the hill, are the rest of the houses or huts
without the order of streets and in the greatest disarray . . . .61

That was T errenate in I 77 4, a year before the oft-threatened
transfer of the garrison actually began. For more than thirty years
it had maintained an uncertain though continuous existence in one
location. It had earned a claim to permanence. A generation had
grown up in this place. Twenty soldiers reviewed by Inspector
Bonilla in I774 gave their birthplace as Terrenate. 62 More than one
of them, sons of Terrenate's first soldiers, had been baptized by
Father Keller back in the early forties. 63 Bonilla's census of T errenate settlers included several ex-soldiers retired from the rigors
of regular campaigning. 64 Tadeo Figueroa, already mentioned as
one of the company's original recruits in 1742, had earned his
pension by serving a lifetime in the garrison. 65 If in I 77 4 the royal
·.presidio of San Phelipe de Guevavi, alias Terrenate, seemed permanent to anyone, it must have seemed so to Tadeo Figueroa. Yet
a move was imminent.
Almost from the time Captain Gomez de Silva and his men
committed themselves to build at T errenate in I 742, their superiors
had questioned the location. Typical was the proposal of the
auditor of war, Marques de Altamira, who suggested in I 75 I "that
the presidio of T errenate could leave its incommodious terrain in
the canada of San Mateo and advance twenty leagues to the north,
establishing itself in the valley of El Qu:iburi." 66 Back in 1698
Father Kino's ally Chief Coro had won an impressive victory over
the Apache near Qufburi, thus demonstrating the success a garrison stationed there might expect. 67 While years passed and a
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variety of alternative locations were considered, the presidio remained at T errenate, though support for a move to Quiburi gathered. In I 774, following the cautious lead of the Marques de Rubi,
Captain Bonilla chose instead a site on the Arroyo de las Nutrias,
only a league and a half or two from T errenate, and preliminary
construction may have been begun at that place. 68 One year later,
however, on a summer inspection tour, Colonel of Infantry Don
Hugo Oconor suspended the construction at Las Nutrias and
ordered the advance to Quiburi. 69 Thus, in I775, the days of the
presidio at Terrenate were numbered.
The garrison's ill-fated transfer north to Qufburi, near present .
Fairbank, Arizona, was accomplished late in I 775 or early in I 776.
Taking the name of a nearby Indian village, it then became "the
presidio of Santa Cruz, formerly of Terrenate." 70 Though the old
fort began to crumble, it was not abandoned entirely. In I 779 a
detachment of eight men still guarded "el antiguo presidio de Terrenate."71 At Quiburi the main garrison met with a bloody reception, and "because of the continuous hostilities which the presidio
suffered at the hands of the Chiricahua Apaches, and most particularly because they killed in very little time Captains Tovar and
Trespalacios with all or the greater part of the company on both
occasions, it was decided to abandon it." 72
After only five years the survivors of a bold but unsound proposal
limped back from Quiburi, bringing with them the name Santa
Cruz. Their old quarters at T errenate were in ruins, 73 so at Las
Nutrias the troops built temporary barracks "to shelter themselves
from sun and rain." 74 There they stayed from I78o until at least
the spring of I 787, too busy fighting or anticipating Apaches to
build a permanent presidio. In the latter year, r 787, Captain
Manuel de Echeagaray made a careful reconnaissance of the
abandoned mission village of Soamca. 75 It was, he reported, an
ideal site for a permanent presidio. 76 In less than a month he was
ordered to begin gathering and preparing building materials. 77
Again the garrison moved and again it took with it the name Santa
Cruz. At Soamca the presidio formerly of Terrenate, Qufburi, and
Las Nutrias, found permanence. As the presidio of Santa Cruz it
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lasted well into the Mexican period. 78 And today, as the village of
Santa Cruz south of Lochiel, it is a stop on the Ferrocarril del
Pacifico.

As FENDER of Apache blows and policeman to the Pima the royal
presidio of San Phelipe de Guevavi, alias Terrenate, existed from
1742 until 1775. It occupied the site known locally as San Mateo
de Terrenate. It was not transferred to the mission of Guevavi,
more than forty miles away, nor, before 1775, anywhere else. It
was puzzling, particularly during its first ten years, only because
at least six different names were applied to it, and because someone
was continually advocating new locations for it. While pursuing a
solution to the puzzle of the presidio's whereabouts, which like
most puzzles in retrospect seems not very difficult, the temptation
to do more has beeri great. Bolton called Terrenate a "place with a
border-town history that would furnish a theme for a great novel." 79
Perhaps, with the path partially cleared, he who would write that
history will be motivated. The raw material is there in abundance.
And surely the story of that many-named presidio at Terrenate, the
"vagueness without any defense" that held its ground for one
third of the eighteenth century, is a story well worth the telling.
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NOTES
The Jesuit cartographer was Father Adamo Gilg, miSSIOnary at
Santa Marfa del Populo. His illustrated map, dated February 1692, was
certainly among the earliest to include place names in Pimeda Alta. It has
been published in Francisco Xavier Alegre, S.J., Historia de la ProvinCia de
la Campania de Jesus de Nueva Espana, ed. by Ernest J. Burrus, S.J., and
Felix Zubillaga, S.J. (Rome, 1956-6o), vol. 4, between pp; 144-45; and
more recently in Charles C. DiPeso and Daniel S. Matson, "The Seri
Indians in 1692 as Described by Adamo Gilg, S.J.," Arizona and the West,
vol. 7 (1965), between pp. 40-41. According to Father Pfefferkorn, Guevavi
meant "large river" and Terrenate "thornbush" in the Piman tongue.
Theodore E. T reutlein, ed., Sonora: A Description of the Province by
Ignaz Pfefferkorn (Albuquerque, 1949), pp. 237-38.
2. The league, a somewhat variable unit of measurement on the
northwestern frontier, was generally equal to about two and a half miles.
3· Luz de Tierra Incognita, Segunda Parte, Cap. 2. Archivo General
de Ia Naci6n, Mexico (cited hereinafter as AGN), Historia, vol. 393·
4· For some of the details of Manje versus the Jesuits, see Herbert E.
Bolton, Rim of Christendom (New York, 1936), pp. 557-65.
5· Conclusion de esta Obra y nota del estado presste. Espidtual, Y
temporal que tienen estas Misiones de Ia Prova. de Sonora y lo mucho que
combendra el fundar Un nuebo Presidio . . . , Bacanuchi, December 3,
1706, Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid.
6. John A. Donohue, S.J., Jesuit Missions in Northwestern New
Spain, 171 r-r767. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of California (Berkeley, I957), p. I3.
7· Bezerra Nieto was at Mission San Ignacio on February I2, I7I8,
urging the natives of Pimerfa Alta to remain steady in their faith. Archivo
de Hidalgo del Parral. A blistering inventory of the excesses and abuses
of Captain Tunon y Quiros is Father Luis Xavier Velarde to Father Joseph
Maria Genovese, Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, March 8, I722. AGN,
Archivo Historico de Hacienda, Temporalidades (cited hereinafter as
AHH, Temp.), leg. 278.
8. Donohue, pp. I9-20.
9· Pedro de Rivera, Diario y Derrotero de lo Caminado, Vista y Observado en la Visita que hiso a los Presidios de la Nueva Espana Septentrional, ed. by Vito Alessio Robles (Mexico, I946).
xo. Donohue, pp. 89-91.
I I. Representazion que hizo el Vecindario de esta Provincia a Manuel
Bernal de Huidobro Primer Governador. . . . Real de Nuestra Senora de
I.
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Aranzasu y Tetuachi, July 8, I735, Archivo General de Indias, Seville,
Audiencia de Guadalajara (cited hereinafter as AGI, Guad.), leg. I35·
I2. Vild6sola, Aranzasu, July 26, I735; Prudhom, Motepore, July 30,
I735; Anza, Ures, August I3, I735, ibid. The pareceres of Vild6sola and
Anza are translated in Donald Rowland, "The Sonora Frontier of New
Spain, I735-I745;" New Spain and the Anglo American West (Los
Angeles, I932), vol. I, pp. I47-64.
I3. Canas, Arispe, August 23, I735; Toral; Banamitzi, August 24,
I735; Echagoyan, Babiacora, August 26, I735· AGI, Guad~ I35·
I4. Vild6sola to the viceroy, Sinaloa, March I7, I74I, AGI, Guad.
I88. This entire legajo is entitled Espediente sobre haber separado el
Virrey de Nueva Espana, a D. Agustin de Vild6sola del Govierno de
Sinaloa: anos de I74I, a I750.
I5. AGI, Guad. I35·
I6. Ibid.
I7. Viceroy Duque de Ia Conquista, Veracruz, June I2, I74I, ibid.
I8. Viceroy Duque de la Conquista to Vild6sola, Veracruz, June I2,
I74I, AGI, Guad. I88.
I9. The procedure was much the same in I752 when Governor Ortiz
Parrilla sought to position the presidio soon after founded at Tubac, Testimonio, Quaderno no. I I, AGI, Guad. 4I9.
20. Vild6sola's dispatch of October 8, I741, is almost certainly one
item in that still missing bundle of documentation. It was alluded to by
Villavicencio and by Mota Padilla. See notes 2I, 25, i8, infra.
21. Pedro Malo de Villavicencio to Vild6sola, Mexico, December 5,
I74I, AGI, Guad. I88.
22. Vild6sola to Captain Francisco Antonio Bustamante, Buenavista,
June I3, I742, ibid.
23. Mission San Xavier del Bac, near Tucson, was sixty miles farther
north than either Cueva vi or Soamca.
24. Admiral Vernon threatened Veracruz. The viceroy had hastened
to that port to supervise defense measures. Hubert Howe Bancroft, History
of Mexico (San Francisco, I883-88), vol. 3, p. 354·
25. Historia de la Conquista de la Provincia de la Nueva-Galicia,
Escrita par el Lie. D. Matias de la Mota Padilla en 1742 (Mexico, I87o),
pp. 52I-22. If only we knew what Vild6sola did write on October 8, I74I,
to the viceroy.
26. History of the North Mexican States and Texas, zs3z-z8oo (San
Francisco, I886-89), vol. I, p. 528.
27. AGN, Historia, vol. I6. Printed in Documentos para la Historia
de Mexico, Tercera Serie (Mexico, I856), pp. 837-40.
28. Villavicencio to Vild6sola, December 5, I74I, AGI, Guad. I88.
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29. Los Oficiales Reales Dan cuenta con 4 T estimonios, de averse
erigido, dos nuevos Presidios . . . , Mexico, April 28, 1744, AGI, Guad.
135·
30. Viceroy Conde de Fuenclara, Mexico, June 15, 1744, AGI, Guad.
188.
31. Vild6sola to the viceroy, Pitic, June 24, 1744, AGN, Historia 16;
Doc. Hist. Mex., 3 ser., pp. 675-82. The date must be a copyist's error.
Vild6sola could hardly have replied only nine days after the viceroy wrote
the order: surface mail today is not much faster.
32. Royal cedula, Buen Retiro, November 13, 1744, AGI, Guad. 188.
33· Father Escobar to the King, 1745, copy certified November 30,
1745, AGN, Reales Cedulas, vol. 67.
34· Viceroy Conde de Fuenclara to Vild6sola, Mexico, October 8, 1745,
AGI, Guad. 188.
35· Patente de Capitan, Aranjuez, June 15, 1746, AGI, Guad. 506.
36. Patente de Capitan, Buen Retiro, July 2, 1747, ibid.
37· Jose Antonio de Villa-senor, Theatro Americana, descripci6n general de los reynos, y provincias de la Nueva Espana, y sus jurisdicciones
(Mexico, 1746-48), vol. 2, pp. 374-77.
38. Contemporary latitudes and longitudes for the puzzling presidio
were no less varied than its locations on contemporary maps. Theatro
Americana placed it at 32 ° 2o' north latitude, 254 ° 30' longitude east
from the meridian of Tenerife in the Canary Islands. Father Juan Nentuig
(Descripcion Geografica, natural, y curiosa de Ia Prova. de Sonora, IX,
ii, AGN, Historia, 393) made it 32 ° 40' latitude, 264 ° 12' longitude. Engineer Nicolas La Fora put Terrenate at 31 o 3 5' latitude, 253 o 54' longitude. Relaci6n del viaje que hizo a los presidios internos . . . ed. by Vito
Alessio Robles (Mexico; 1939), p. 24.
39· Villa-senor, vol. 2, pp. 374, 394, 400.
40. Miguel Venegas, S.J., Noticia de la California, y de su Conquista
Temporal, y Espiritual [ed. Andres Marcos Burriel] (Madrid, 1757), vol.
2, PP· 552-53.
41. This map has been republished recently in George P. Hammond,
Noticia de California (San Francisco, 1958), p. 4·
42. Marques de Altamira to the viceroy, Mexico, October 2, 1747.
AHH, Temp. 278.
43· History of Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888 (San Francisco,
1889), p. 362.
44· Figueroa's declaration, one of eight by soldiers of the garrison, was
dated at Terrenate, December 9, 1766. Testimo. del Quaderno de declaraciones recividas a los soldados del presidio de Terrenate ... , AGI, Guad.
274·
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45· Extracto de la Revista de Ynspeccion
Presidio de Terrenate.
Marques de Rubi, Presidio de San Miguel, February 21, 1767, AGI, Guad.
51 I.
46. Vild6sola to Bustamante, June 13, 1742, AGI, Guad. I88.
47· Mission Santa Maria Soamca, Libro de Casamientos y Entierros,
I735-r768, MS. in A. L. Pinart, Colecci6n de Pimeria Alta, Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley.
48. The mission of Soamca was most frequently said to be five leagues
west of Terrenate. Father Keller had served there since I732.
49· The first full-time T errenate chaplain may have been Miguel de la
Vega whose name appeared in the Soamca books of baptisms on March I 8,
1749, and then reappeared from time to time through the fall of I 7 5 r.
Soamca, Libro de Bautismos, 1732-1768, and Libra de Bautismos y
Casamientos de los Pueblos de Visita, 1743-1754• in Pinart. "Padre Vega"
was mentioned at Terrenate during the Piman rebellion, after which he
may have quit the garrison. Lieutenant Ysidro Sanchez de Tagle to Diego
Ortiz Parrilla, Terrenate, ca. December 17, I751, Testimonio, Quad. 2,
AGI, Guad. 4I9.
50. Most of the pages from the Guevavi books covering the period
I740 to I767 are preserved in a bound manuscript volume labeled "Tubaca
y Otros" in the Archive of the Bishop of Tucson, Arizona.
51. For example, four soldiers-Juan Manuel Escalante, Manuel Amesquita, Salvador Azedo, and Nicolas Soto-were witnesses at the weddings
of eight native couples in the village of Supquituni December r8, 1743·
52. Vild6sola to the viceroy, Pitic, May 26, I746, AGI, Guad. I88. This
is a long general description of Vild6sola's entire jurisdiction. For that
portion dealing with Pimeria Alta he followed almost word for word the
anonymous "Noticia de la Pimeria" cited in note 27, supra. An Indian village called San Matheo had been listed as a visita of Santa Maria Soamca
as early as 1732. Father Christ6bal de Canas, et al to Bishop Benito Crespo,
Pimeria Alta, July 3I, I732; certified copy, Durango, November I9, I733,
AGI, Guad. I35· Translated in George P. Hammond, "Pimeria Alta After
Kino's Time," NMHR, vol. 4 (1929), pp. 220-38. San Mathea was shown
to be northeast of Santa Maria on an inaccurate, post-I732 version of one
of Father Kino's celebrated 1701 maps. Reproduced in Bolton, Kino's
Historical Memoir of Pimer{a Alta (Reprint: Berkeley and Los Angeles,
I948), vol. r, p. 331.
53· A legal battle royal had grown out of Vild6sola's degrading remarks
about Captain Bustamante. Presentazon. del Despacho de su exa. al Cap.
D. Joseph Gomez Silba para su cumplimto., Presidio de San Phelipe, May
8, I744, AGI, Guad. I88.
54· One Don Pedro Jacome Ynduz had been accused of playing fast
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and loose with some pearls belonging to the Indian captain general of the
Pima, Testimonio de Autos, Quademo no. 1, 1744-I746, AGI, Guad. 329.
55· Keller to Captain Santiago Ruiz de Ael, Terrenate, January I7,
1752, Testimonio, Quad. 3, AGI, Guad. 4I9. Captain Joseph Diaz del
Carpio, Diario, February 24 to March 6, I752. Quad. 4, ibid. Father
Phelipe Segesser to Ortiz Parrilla, Ures, May 25, 1752. QUad. I I, ibid.
56. During the Rubi inspection of I 766, Engineer LaFora noted that
the presidio of Terrenate was "called also San Felipe de Jesus Guebabi."
Relacion, pp. I24-25. In carrying out his 1774 inspection, Captain Bonilla
used that name several times, as did Colonel Oconor in 1775. AGI, Guad.
272 and 5I5.
57· Croix to Joseph de Galvez, General Report, Arispe, October
30, I781. Translated in Alfred B. Thomas, Teodoro de Croix and the
Northern Frontier of New Spain, I776-1783 (Norman, 1941). The quotation is from page 2oo.
58. Ensign Joseph Fontes to Ortiz Parrilla, Terrenate, ca. December
17, I75I, Testimonio, Quad. 2, AGI, Guad. 4I9.
·59· Fontes to Ortiz Parrilla, Terrenate, December 17, 1751, ibid. The
presidio's disarray is evident from the map of Joseph de Urrutia.
6o. Ruiz de Ael, Diario, September 21 to October I I, I751, Testimonio,
Quad. 7, AGI, Guad. 419.
6r. Estado General del Vecindario del Presidio deS. Felipe de Jesus de
Guevavi, alias, Terrenate . . . 4 de Junio de I774, signed by Bonilla in
Chihuahua, July I6, 1774, AGI, Guad. 272.
62. In addition to the regular garrison at T errenate Bonilla also reviewed the fifty men of a temporary Hying company created in 1767 to
serve in the Elizondo expedition against the Seri. Revistas, ibid.
63. For example, Antonio Escalante, s~n of Juan Manuel Escalante,
baptized July 7, I744i Lucas Grijalva, son of Manuel Grijalva, baptized
November 9, 1744; and Vicente Valenzuela, baptized February 22, 1745,
son of Miguel Valenzuela, "one of the first soldiers who entered the king's
service when the presidio of T errenate was founded, and in which company he served first as squad leader and later as sergeant." Soamca, Libro
de Bautismos. Miguel de Valenzuela, Declaration, San Ignacio, February
4, 1752, in Testimonio, Quad. 8, AGI, Guad. 419.
64. Estado General del Vecindario, AGI, Guad. 272.
65. Not the least of Tadeo Figueroa's services he rendered as an interpreter during parleys that finally brought the rebel Piman leader Luis
Oacpicagigua to terms in 1752. Declaration, San Ignacio, March 9, 1752,
Testimonio, Quad. 4, AGI, Guad. 419.
66. Croix in Thomas, p. 203~
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67. See Bolton, Rim, pp. 379-84.
68. Revista, AGI, Guad. 272.
69. Copias de todos los oficios pasados al Capitan del Presidio de S.
Phelipe de Jesus de Terrenate y sus respuestas correspondientes ala revista
. . . Julio de I775; AGI, Guad. 5I5.
70. The site ofthe presidio of Santa Cruz and those of nearby Indian
villages ·have been excavated by archeologists.· Their detailed· report is
Charles C. DiPeso, The Sobaipuri Indians of the Upper San Pedro River
Valley, Southeastern Arizona (Dragoon, Ariz., I953).
7 I. Extracto de la revista, February 9 to I 2, I 779, signed by Roque de
Medina, Presidio of Santa Cruz, March 3, I779, AGI, Guad. 272. On
modern maps of Sonora there are often three Terrenates shown: one
labeled "Terrenate Viejo" which corresponds to the site of the puzzling
presidio; another a few miles northeast across the railroad tracks; and a
third just south of lmuris and west of the highway to Magdalena.
72. Sim6n Elias Gonzalez, lnforme, May 20, I8I4, MS. in Pinart,
Colecci6n de manuscritos relatives a la regi6n septentrional de Mexico,
Serie I, Bancroft Library.
73· Croix in Thomas, p. 205.
74· Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola to Marques de Sonora, Arispe, May I4,
I 787, AGI, Guad. 287. At least two inspections, both by Roque de Medina,
were made of the Santa Cruz garrison while it was presumably at Las
Nutrias, though little was said about the site. Extracto de la revista,
December 8 to Io, I782, signed by Medina at "Santa Cruz," December
IO, I782, AGI, Guad. 5I8. Extracto de la revista, February 3 to 5, I784,
signed by Medina, Santa Cruz, February 6, I784, AGI, Guad. 285, and
5 I 9· Service sheets for the officers of the garrison are in AGI, Guad. 286.
75· The Apaches demolished Soamca in I768 and Coc6spera became
the mission cabecera. Fray Juan Santiestevan, missionary at Coc6spera in
I787, favored the garrison's move to Soamca.
76. Echeagaray to Ugarte y Loyola, Santa Cruz, April 20, I787, AGI,
Guad. 287.
77· Ugarte y Loyola to Marques de Sonora, May I4, I787, AGI, Guad.
.
287.
78. Even then the proposals to move the presidio did not cease. In I828
Colonel Ignacio Arvizu wanted it transferred from Soamca to a place below "Tiburi," there to be joined by the Bacoachi company of Opatas.
Jose Agustin de Escudero, Noticias Estadfsticas de Sonora y Sinaloa
(Mexico, I849), p. 73· A lieutenant of the United States Army who had
the pleasure of several days in Santa Cruz in I848 described it as "an old
and compact ranche, inhabited I may say, by one company of Mexican
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state troops, though none of them would be taken for soldiers, officers included. . . . The town is completely surrounded by. a wall." Henry F.
Dobyns, ed., Hepah, California! The Journal of Cave Johnson Couts . . .
I848-1849 (Tucson, 1961), p. 5'4· Those forty-niners who chose the southern overland route to fame and fortune also passed through Santa Cruz.
79· Bolton, Rim, pp. 360-61, note 2.

